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Abstract—More and more, data is being used to drive automated decision making through the integration of machine learning technologies into software. With these advances comes new potential for unexpected, undesirable, and possibly dangerous outcomes for end users. This has led to an increased focus on ethics in technology in both research and practice. Much of the work in ethical practices has been centered on ethics in machine learning and little has been validated for effectiveness in practice. In this paper, we outline the existing work in ethical computing with a focus on efforts that are relevant to data-driven software development. Based on existing work, we identify gaps in our understanding of ethical software development practices and suggestions for future work to help close these gaps.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data-driven software is increasingly used to make decisions that affect our day-to-day lives. From influencing the products we buy [1] or who gets hired for a job [2], to diagnosing and treating medical patients [3] or policing neighborhoods [4], data-driven software has the potential to have a major impact on our quality of life.

Advances in software development, such as the integration of machine learning that uses real world data for decision making, have changed how we build software systems [5], [6] and forced developers to account for additional concerns [7]. In particular, as data-driven software is becoming more ubiquitous, software teams are increasingly concerned with ethics [8]. This concern is validated by several troubling examples of detrimental societal outcomes caused by the integration of machine learning technologies in software, such as racial bias in criminal justice [9], [10] and medical software [11], gender bias in hiring [12], safety concerns in self-driving cars [13], and bots propagating misleading and potentially dangerous information [14], [15].

The prevalence, severity of, and continued potential for these detrimental societal outcomes motivates us to better understand how ethics are (or are not) practiced in data-driven software development. As a first step toward this goal, this paper presents a preliminary survey of the literature on ethics in computing. To scope this review, we are specifically interested in work that has been done to understand and improve the state of the practice in artificial intelligence, machine learning, and software that integrates the former.

While we do discuss several important theoretical works, our primary focus in this paper is on actionable interventions and empirical research studies. In this paper, we define an intervention as anything that can be applied or used to alter or adapt the software development process; this includes tools, frameworks, strategies, and techniques. Empirical research, particularly in the context of software engineering, consists of studies based on observation and experimentation that allow for the assessment of software technologies and artifacts [16]. Empirical studies help dispel strongly held beliefs and misconceptions, as well as provide evidence-based suggestions for changes and improvements in research and practice [17].

Based on our survey of existing work, we also identify several gaps (Section V) in our understanding of ethical software development and ideas for future research that can fill these gaps. In summary, we argue that the gaps in existing research and practice are:

- The need for additional studies to confirm whether limited preliminary findings generalize and scale to different settings and contexts (Section V-A).
- Few interventions that take into account the internal and external support that practitioners seek (Section V-B).
- Little understanding of how ethical concerns manifest throughout the entire data-driven software pipeline (Section V-C).
- Relatively few interventions that account for ethical concerns beyond fairness (Section V-D).
- The need for empirical validations of proposed ethics interventions (Section V-E).

The contributions of this work are:

1) A survey of existing research, literature and interventions related to ethics in technology, ranging from theoretical contributions to empirical evaluations of proposed interventions.
2) An enumeration of gaps in existing work on ethical technology as it relates to data-driven software, with a focus on empirical user studies, along with ideas for how future work can help fill those gaps.

II. BACKGROUND

Ethical considerations, including concerns like fairness, safety, and trust, are wide-ranging and vary depending on the software or context [18]. In this section, we expand on what this paper means by ethics, specifically in the context of...
data-driven software development. We also summarize existing efforts in ethical development practices.

A. Defining Ethics

Broadly speaking, ethics refers to the idea that something is acceptable or right in a given context; this includes whether something is legal. For example, it is unethical, as well as illegal, to discriminate against someone based on their race or gender when considering them for a job. Over the years there have been many discussions on what ethics means and how it works in the context of computing and software development [19], [20]. The increased use of machine learning technologies in software has diversified the definition of ethics and made it a more prevalent issue. Rather than focus on any one definition of ethics, in this paper we discuss existing work that attempts to address ethical issues in technology and the potential for future work based on what has been done. In the next section, we discuss the focus of our paper, ethical concerns in the context of data-driven software.

B. Ethics in Data-driven Software Development

More and more, software decision-making is being driven by data from the real world through the integration of machine learning technologies. In the context of this paper, we refer to this kind of software as data-driven software [6]. These changes in how software works adds an additional layer of complexity to how software is built. Regardless of the approach, software development generally includes certain steps, such as requirements gathering, implementation, and testing [21]. The development and evaluation of machine learning technologies has its own set of steps, as shown in Figure 1. Data-driven software development involves integrating traditional software development with machine learning technology development.

Along with changes to the process of developing software, data-driven software comes with a need to further emphasize and incorporate ethical decision-making. Furthermore, there are some considerations that are unique to (or more greatly emphasized) in this context. More specifically, data-driven decision making raises concerns regarding bias, safety, and integrity in software outcomes that can have unintended, and even detrimental, effects on its users. These concepts are made actionable by using a commitment net model that focuses on developers’ concerns and actions with respect to each component of the framework.

Recent work has found that merely having a “code of ethics” may not be enough to affect software development practice with respect to ethical concerns [23]. Furthermore, most codes of ethics are not exhaustive of all the various ethical concerns in data-driven software. There exists a variety of efforts at providing interventions for integrating ethical considerations in practice in the context of machine learning technologies and software, which we discuss next.

C. Existing Ethics Interventions

Researchers and practitioners have proposed numbers interventions to better support the ethical development of machine learning technologies. Some of these contributions take the form of actionable frameworks and guidelines while others are tools that can be used in the development process. In this section, we outline the many existing contributions to ethical AI and software development practices.

1) Ethics frameworks: There have been numerous contributions to ethics in the form of frameworks, principles, or guidelines. Some of the frameworks or guidelines that have been proposed are specific to certain technologies or domains. Leidner and Plachouras propose best practices, inspired by previous work in privacy, for ethically designing natural language processing (NLP) systems [24]. Their work outlines the different ethical concerns relevant to NLP, ranging from fairness to unethical research methods. Based on these concerns, they propose a process centered around an Ethics Review Board whose purpose is to either approve or deny plans and propositions made regarding NLP research and development.

Some existing frameworks are designed to be applicable to any technology with the potential for ethical concerns. Most relevant is work done by Vakkuri and colleagues, who propose a research framework for empirical studies on AI ethics in the context of software development practice [26]. This framework, built based on existing work in AI ethics, is centered around the ART principles (accountability, responsibility, and transparency) and how these relate to Ethics in Design, or software development interventions for supporting the implementation of ethics, and Ethics for Design, or standards and principles that ensure the integrity of both developers and users. These concepts are made actionable by using a commitment net model that focuses on developers’ concerns and actions with respect to each component of the framework.

Also relevant to software development is the analytical framework for ethics-aware software engineering proposed by Aydemir and Dalpiaz [27]. Their framework helps analyze ethical issues in terms of stakeholder values, the process and artifacts involved in the software being built, and the potential effect on users. Along with a framework, this paper proposes a roadmap to address the bias that exist in ethical software development, with a focus on capturing, specifying, and validating ethics-related requirements.

Mulvenna and colleagues propose the establishment of an ethical by design manifesto, starting with a set of principles that can support various software stakeholders in integrating ethical considerations into the design process [28]. In an attempt to bridge the gap between principles and practice in Human-centered AI (HCAI), Shneiderman proposed fifteen team, organization, and industry level governance guidelines for building reliable, safe, and trustworthy HCAI systems [29]. Presented as governance structures for HCAI, the proposed guidelines covers using software engineering practice to build
reliable systems, using business management strategies to develop an organizational safety culture, and using independent oversight by external organizations to certify trustworthiness.

While some interventions are designed to address a variety of ethical considerations, others are designed to address a specific ethical consideration, such as fairness. Thomas and colleagues propose a Seldonian framework for addressing fairness concerns by allowing for simplified specification and regulation of undesirable behavior in machine learning algorithms [30]. Their framework works by making the designer of the algorithm responsible for ensuring expected behavior, allowing the designer to define a goal, define the interface, and create a Seldonian algorithm. Chakraborty and colleagues developed a new algorithm, called Fairway, designed to mitigate ethical bias in data and models via pre- and in-processing methods [31]. A performance evaluation of Fairway found that the combination of pre-processing and in-processing techniques improves outcomes in comparison to using one or the other and that Fairway can help achieve fairness with little sacrifice to performance.

2) Ethics tools: Numerous tools have been developed to improve ethical software practices, many of which focus on increasing fairness in AI software. One of the first published efforts at providing fairness tooling was by Adebayo, who developed FairML, a toolbox aimed at mitigating fairness in black box machine learning models [32]. FairML focuses on the effects of inputs on a model’s decision making to determine the effects on fairness.

In 2018, IBM introduced AI Fairness 360 (AIF360), a Python toolkit for measuring and mitigating bias in machine learning models [33]. The toolkit provides an exhaustive and extensible set of open source models and algorithms, along with fairness metrics for models and datasets. Similar to AIF360, Saleiro and colleagues developed Aequitas, a Python toolkit for systematic auditing of model fairness [34]. As with most fairness tools, Aequitas was designed to be used by data scientists, however, it was also designed for use by policy makers. It also provides tooling for analyzing bias in datasets and determining optimal metrics for a given situation.

In the same year, Angell and colleagues presented Themis, the first tool for testing software for discrimination [35]. Similar to existing fairness tooling, Themis works based on common definitions of fairness. In contrast, Themis allows for measuring and detecting bias in software separate from any model that may (or may not) be integrated into the software.

The contributions to this space continued in the years to come. Cabrera and colleagues presented FairVis, yet another fairness auditing tool [36]. Unlike prior tools, FairVis uses visualizations to support the ability to explore and discover biases in machine learning models. Schelter and colleagues developed FairPrep, a framework that builds on AIF360 and scikit-learn [37], [38]. Based on gaps in existing work, FairPrep was designed to support best practices for data cleaning, model configuration, and selection.

To address the ability to measure fairness in large machine learning systems, Vasudevan and Kenthapadi presented the LinkedIn Fairness Toolkit (LiFT) [39]. Based on experiences deploying LiFT at LinkedIn, the paper provides insights into their framework’s effectiveness as well as challenges faced and lessons learned pertaining to the adoption and usage of fairness tooling in an industry setting.

Bird and colleagues introduced Microsoft’s Fairlearn, a Python fairness toolkit with a goal of supporting data scientists in training fair models [40]. Similar to FairVis, Fairlearn uses an interactive visualization to support model exploration and understanding with respect to various fairness metrics. Fairlearn makes an additional contribution by supporting the ability to explore trade-offs between fairness and performance.

Yet another recent contribution to this space is FAT Forensics, a Python toolbox developed by Sokol and colleagues [41]. FAT Forensics goes beyond just fairness evaluation, supporting the inspection of accountability and transparency aspects of machine learning software as well. By design, FAT Forensics allows for the implementation, testing, and deployment of algorithms along with the evaluation and comparison against other datasets, models, and predictions.

As we have outlined, there is no shortage of interventions available for attempting to address ethical concerns in data-driven software. While some of these contributions provide performance evaluations on real-world datasets or provide functionality based on perceived needs from existing literature, none have been empirically evaluated to determine a) which tool is best to use in a given scenario or context, b) whether they provide the support they claim to provide in practice, and c) whether users find them usable and useful.

As stated by Vakkuri and colleagues, “most of the research on AI ethics has been conceptual and theoretical in nature.” [42]. Before we outline empirical user research in software ethics, we discuss existing theoretical research.

III. THEORETICAL RESEARCH ON SOFTWARE ETHICS

Existing research has exhaustively discussed and explored potential theoretical foundations for ethics in machine learning.
software. Some of these discussions happen outside of their research community [43], [44], however, there exist numerous research articles devoted to the theoretical side of this topic.

A. Ethical Governance

One issue commonly discussed in existing work is how governance of ethics in artificial intelligence technology should or could work in practice. Yu and colleagues developed a taxonomy based on recent work in AI governance [45]. Their taxonomy is divided into four areas: exploring ethical dilemmas, individual ethical decision frameworks, collective decision frameworks, and ethics in human-AI interactions.

Bannister and colleagues pose that organizations and their leaders should be more involved and invested in building ethical technology and suggest what they call an “ethical tech mindset” for building and disseminating technologies that can have disruptive effects on society, such as those that integrate artificial intelligence [46]. The main characteristics of this mindset are shared, inclusive responsibility, being proactive rather than reactive, integration of tech ethics into existing ethical considerations, relevance and flexibility, resources for response to ethical challenges, and approaches that can evolve.

Winfield and Jirotka propose an agile framework for guiding ethical governance in intelligent autonomous systems (IAS), such as driver-less cars and data-driven medical diagnosis systems [47]. This framework, presented as a roadmap for responsible research and innovation, emphasizes the importance of building public trust to reduce public fears of IAS, standards and regulation of IAS, verification and validation of safety-critical IAS decision-making, transparency, and moral machines as forms of ethical governance. In an attempt to operationalize this roadmap, the paper presents five pillars for good ethical governance: publishing an organizational ethical code of conduct, providing training on ethics and responsible research and innovation, practicing responsible innovation, transparency in ethical governance, and sincere efforts towards ethical governance.

Rashid and colleagues propose a preliminary framework for handling ethical considerations that can emerge when building software engineering in society projects [48]. Derived based on experiences managing ethical concerns in real-world projects and inspired by Boehm’s Spiral Model of software development, the proposed framework attempts to address the inherent fluidity of ethics across various software systems and the contexts in which they may be deployed. The paper discusses four categories of emergent ethical concerns: ethical misuse cases, unintended consequences, micro-ethics of emergent content, contact, and conduct risks, and differential vulnerability across user groups. Their framework attempts to highlight when it would be most suitable to address each of these categories of emergent ethical concerns.

Borenstein and Howard propose a re-evaluation of how we educate future developers, designers, and professionals with respect to AI and ethical concerns that come with its integration into our day-to-day lives [49]. They argue that while providing solutions to ethical challenges is important, another important piece of the puzzle is creating a “professional mindset” around the ethical dimensions of building AI technologies and integrating lessons on professional and technical ethical decision making into the STEM curriculum. Bond and colleagues outline various Human-Centered AI (HAI) ethical challenges that can drive future efforts in improving interactions between humans and AI [50]. Their work outlines how explainable AI and ethically-aligned design can support the responsible development of AI technologies, but argues that there is a need for tools to help with integrating these concepts into existing processes.

B. Components of Ethics

Some existing work has attempted to build theoretical foundations for considerations related to ethics, such as fairness, explainability, and trust, rather than the concept of ethics as a whole. As suggested by the numerous tools we discussed in Section II-C, one of the most commonly explored aspects of ethical AI is fairness. Selbst and colleagues argue that foundational computer science concepts, like abstraction, render many technical interventions, such as fairness tooling and algorithms, ineffective and even misleading once the software it was used on enters the social context they are used in [51]. Their paper outlines five “abstraction traps” that they believe fairness centered AI work can fall into and, based on various studies of sociotechnical systems, explains why these traps occur and how to potentially avoid them. All of these traps, such as the framing trap, center around consideration of abstractions that include social and societal factors.

Related to fairness is the notion of explainability. There have been various attempts at providing tools and techniques that can support improved explainability [52]. In contrast, Rudin argues that our focus should be on building interpretable models rather than finding ways to explain black box models, especially in software that makes “high-stakes decisions” [53]. This work outlines why explainability should be avoided along with challenges to fostering interpretable AI, and use examples, such as criminal justice software, to show how interpretable models could replace traditional black box models.

Another commonly explored component of ethics, which often ties together notions like explainability and fairness, is trustworthy AI. Kumar and colleagues target the development stage of building AI systems by proposing a way of formalizing requirements for trustworthy-by-design AI, with a focus on the ethics of algorithms and data [54]. They use a concrete use-case of data in smart cities to show how their proposed framework can be beneficial. Similarly, Jacovi and colleagues explore the formalization of trust in AI systems, but via a model of trust that is inspired by social theory on trust between people [55]. Their model is centered on two key properties: user vulnerability and anticipating the impact of AI model decisions. To strengthen their model and address the issue of when and whether an AI model has achieved its goal, they incorporate notions of contractual trust along with warranted and unwarranted trust.
C. Closing the Gap Between Theory and Practice

There has been some work that begins to explore how we might close the gap between theoretical ethics conversations and practice. Chang poses that one problem is a disjoint between realizing the importance of ethics and taking ethical actions [56]. Focusing on data privacy and protection, Chang explores existing work around data ethics, makes suggestions on why the disjoint exists, and proposes ways we can bridge the gap through ethical education, highlighting desired behaviors, and cross-functional support. In a similar vein, Mittelstadt argues that principles surrounding AI ethics, which align closely with principles of medical ethics, may not be a sustainable approach for guaranteeing ethics in AI systems [57]. The paper cites key differences between medicine and AI development, such as legal accountability and the establishment of professional history and norms, and provides some suggestions for moving beyond a principled approach to AI ethics. Building on a conceptual map from a 2016 review of algorithm ethics, Tsamados and colleagues discuss previous and updated ethical concerns and provide “actionable guidance” for algorithm governance based on recent works [58]. Through a review of updated literature, they found that the conceptual map is still relevant and suggest ways to address problems related to each component of the original map.

While these works begin to explore the connection between theory and practice with respect to ethical software practices, most of these focus on the field of artificial intelligence, with little mention of implications and interventions at the software level. Furthermore, similar to many of the interventions we discussed in Section II-C, none of the proposed interventions have been evaluated (empirically or otherwise) to instill confidence in the ability for them to be effective in practice. In the following sections, we will discuss interventions that have been evaluated and what we can glean from their findings with respect to ethical software development practices.

IV. Empirical Studies on Ethics in Software Engineering

Research suggests that empirical studies on interventions can provide an evidence-based foundation for improving practice [17]. In this section we discuss empirical studies that were conducted to evaluate specific interventions and their potential for improving ethical software development practices.

A. What do we know: validation of interventions

A handful of studies have proposed and empirically evaluated ethical interventions to provide insights on their potential benefits in practice. Amershi and colleagues created a set of 18 guidelines for human-AI interaction [59]. These guidelines include broader suggestions that are not necessarily directly linked to ethics, such as “Learn from User Behavior” and “Remember Recent Interactions.” However, some guidelines clearly are targeted at helping improve the ethics of AI systems, such as “Match Relevant Social Norms” and “Mitigate Social Biases.” To validate these findings, Amershi and colleagues conducted a series of empirical evaluations. Based on the results of their evaluations, which included a heuristic evaluation and user study, they refined their guidelines.

Lee and Singh empirically evaluated six prominent open source fairness toolkits [60] using exploratory focus groups, semi-structured interviews, and a survey. Their work identifies gaps between tools’ capabilities and practitioner needs. For instance, they found that the evaluated toolkits require a high level of expertise in fairness and do not necessarily communicate effective mitigation strategies.

Vakkuri and colleagues adapted the RESOLVEDD strategy, a popular tool from the field of business ethics that enables ethically aligned design in a decision-making process, and applied it in the context of software development [61]. The intervention was evaluated empirically using a case study of five student projects. The findings of this study suggest that the presence of an ethical tool has effect on ethical consideration (even when tool use is not intrinsically motivated). However, in the context of AI ethics, the RESOLVEDD strategy is limited, because it does not consider the technical aspects of a system, only its overall design.

Madaio and colleagues examine and improve on a familiar tool, AI ethics checklists [62]. They argue that existing checklists are not empirically grounded in practitioners’ needs. To address this shortcoming, Madaio and colleagues paired a series of empirical explorations alongside the checklist design process. Their design process included semi-structured interviews and co-design workshops. Their study found that while checklists may be beneficial, practitioners felt that checklists are not sufficient, citing needs for “organizational change” and “additional resources.” Participants also mentioned concerns around checklists oversimplify fairness concerns and make them seem guaranteeable.

B. What do we know: State of practice

In this section we summarize previous studies that empirically examine the state of how practitioners view ethics. As opposed to the previous section, in which the prior work empirically evaluated specific AI ethics tools or interventions, the studies in this section approach the question more broadly.

Much of the limited work in this space has been conducted by Vakkuri and colleagues [63], [64], [42], [65]. In a series of studies, this research group has conducted case studies, ([63], [64]) semi-structured interviews, ([42]) and a survey of practitioners ([65]). Their findings characterize how software developers implement (or disregard) ethics in some types of AI-driven systems. For instance, in startup-like environments Vakkuri and colleagues report that developers take responsibility for issues related to software development, such as finding bugs, and they generally care about ethics on a personal level. However, little is done to tackle ethical concerns that arise during product development [42]. A separate study [64] reveals a similar disconnect in the development of autonomous cyber-physical systems—developers unanimously indicated that they
consider ethics useful to their organization, but also unani-
mously report that their practices do not account for ethics.

A small number of studies have examined the practices of
developing ML applications [66], [67], however, these studies
do not focus on ethics. Zhang and colleagues interviewed eight
and surveyed 195 developers to better understand the process
of developing ML applications. Their focus covers much of
the data-driven software development pipeline, ranging from
requirements analysis to deployment and maintenance, but
none of their questions touch on ethics. Similarly, Nascimento
and colleagues conducted interviews with seven developers at
small companies to understand how they build ML systems. In
this study, participants described how they built ML systems
at various stages of the development process, from problem
understanding to model monitoring. Participants also discussed
the challenges they perceived during development. Again,
ethics was not discussed as a concern during the development
process or as a challenge that developers faced.

V. Towards Ethical Data-Driven Software

So far we have discussed the limited empirical research that
has been done pertaining to ethics in AI technologies and
software. The work that has been done thus far has ranged
from studies specific to AI to studies of ethics in the context
of software development. However, there are gaps in our
understanding of ethics in practice especially in the context
of data-driven software development. Below we discuss what
is missing and how research can help fill the gaps in our
understanding of ethical software development practices.

A. Generalizability and Scale

Though few in number, there exist empirical studies on
ethical software development practices (Section IV-B). These
provide valuable insights into what it may look like to integrate
ethical considerations into software development, however, it
is not clear whether the knowledge attained from these studies
would scale across software companies and domains.

First, more studies are needed to explore the potential for
ethical interventions scale. This includes not only studying
companies of different sizes but also more mature and estab-
lished software companies, given much of the work that has
been done has focused on smaller and start-up companies. This
is particularly important given the differences between startups
and established software teams, both small and large [68], [69].

Existing work has also targeted specific projects at specific
software companies, or specific software domains. Therefore,
another aspect to increasing scalability, as well as general-
izability, of findings regarding ethical software development
practices is data collection and analysis across software com-
panies that develop different kinds of software in different
domains. This will not only provide insights into what can
generalize, but also where there are ethical concerns that are
specific to a given software domain. This includes studies
that explore the differences in ethical concerns in different
geographic locations that may have different ideas of what is
or is not ethical.

B. Internal and External Support

Many of the recommendations regarding ethical technol-
ogy development include the notion that the responsibility is
distributed from the individual up to the organizational level.
While the realization that the organization should play a role in
providing and enforcing ethical interventions is an important
one, more important is understanding any existing attempts
at incorporating ethics. A better understanding of existing or
past efforts would help identify potential gaps, challenges, and
blockers to successful integration of ethical concerns at the
organizational level.

While internal support is important, research has also found
that software development teams often seek support from
outside resources, such as those found in online program-
making communities, in their efforts at building high quality
software [70], [71], [72]. Another useful direction for research
would be to explore external support software teams look to
when wanting to learn more about or improve their ethical
software development practices.

C. Ethics Throughout the Pipeline

As we discussed in Section II-B, data-driven software
development involves the integration of the machine learning
development workflow with traditional software development.
However, much of the existing work in ethical technology focuses
on integrating ethics into the machine learning workflow.
Furthermore, little has been done to support ethics throughout
the entire data-driven software development pipeline.

Therefore, one important research direction is gaining a
more robust understanding of how we integrate ethical con-
cerns into the various stages of data-driven software develop-
ment. For example, rather than thinking about the fair-
ness problem from a machine learning algorithm perspective,
Themis provides support for analyzing software for discrimi-
atory behavior [35]. This is a first glimpse into integrating
ethical tooling at the software level, however, more work is
needed to understand how this connects to the big picture that
is data-driven software.

Much of the work that has been contributed to the ethics in
computing landscape has been in the form of principles, guide-
lines, and codes. However, previous works suggest the exis-
tence of these kinds of interventions is just not enough [23],
[57], [50]. Therefore, another important research direction is
to understand how existing principles can be integrated into
practice and the kind of support needed to make it successful.

D. Going Beyond Fairness

One of the most commonly explored area of ethics in
computing is fairness. This is particularly true with respect to
advances in tooling for ethical software development, as we
have outlined in Section II-C2. However, the exhaustive work
and discussion on ethics in computing has shown that there
are many other ethical concerns outside of fairness. While
there exist ethical guidelines and principles outside of fairness,
research has shown that tooling plays an important role in
developer productivity and software quality [73], [74].
Therefore, for ethical data-driven software development to become a reality, it is important we investigate the ability to develop and integrate tools that supports addressing ethical concerns outside of fairness. This means that we will need first an understanding of what the major ethical concerns are in the context of data-driven software and how we can identify and address them in practice. Much of this will build on existing work in, for example, AI ethics, but as we discuss in Section V-C, an important consideration is the integration of AI and software development and any unique concerns that may arise or interventions that may be needed.

E. Empirical Validation of Ethics Interventions

Previous work in ethical technology has made many suggestions for improving the state-of-practice. However, many of these suggestions have not been evaluated by the scientific community. This leads to many important questions regarding suggested interventions, such as do they work as intended?, do they help or hinder the development process?, and are they usable?. Therefore, there is a need for more research that attempts to validate the potential for ethical software development in practice. For instance, consider interventions that are developed and disseminated in the medical research community; would you take a vaccine that has not been tested and evaluated on real people just because the doctor said it would work? The same should apply for software interventions. The more we know about how these interventions work, and what is needed by the populations that will use them, the more likely we are to see real change in practice.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have outlined existing work in ethical computing, including theoretical and empirical contributions to our understanding of how ethical concerns can be integrated into the development of modern technology. Based on work that has been done, we described a number of open research problems and challenges to integrating ethical concerns into the process of developing, evaluating, and maintaining data-driven software. To improve the state-of-practice, future work in the area of ethical software development practices should consider empirical evaluations to validate existing interventions as well as ways to develop interventions that go beyond fairness concerns and can be incorporated into the various stages of the data-driven software development pipeline.
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